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"India is the cradle of the human race, the birthplace of human speech, the 
mother of history, the grandmother of legend, and the great grandmother of 
tradition. Our most valuable and most instructive materials in the history of 
man are treasured up in India only." This is how Mark Twain described India. 
While we all love to know, travel to and discuss all that is related to India, I am 
sure because of the vastness, deep rooted, history, geographical diversity and 
cultural variety, it is almost impossible to know all about this fascinating 
country. In an attempt to change that, here are some thoughts and little known 
facts I would like to share with you all: 

Around 50 or 60 million years ago, what we know as modern day Indian Sub-
continent, had slowly pushed into mainland Asia resulting in the formation of 
the mighty Himalayan and Hindu Kush Mountain Ranges. This nearly blocked 
off India from the surrounding regions, giving birth to one of the world's earliest 
and advanced civilizations with some of the oldest human remains dating back 
to around 75,000 years ago. In spite of its might, India has never invaded 
another country on this planet. However, India has been invaded by outsiders 
for centuries. This mixing of races has made India a cultural melting pot, 
boasting 122 major languages and 1599 other dialects. Most Indian people 
speak a minimum of two or more languages.  

The current population of India is 1,355,145,202. To connect its people India 
has one of the largest postal networks on the globe including a floating post 
office in Srinagar’s Dal Lake, which was opened in 2011. India also has the 
highest post office in the world, located in Hikkim, Himachal Pradesh, at a 
height of 15,500 ft. India has the one of the largest network of roadways, with 
over 1.9 million miles of roads across the country. India’s rail network criss-
crosses the country with over 60,000 kilometres (37,200 miles) of rail tracks and 
is used by thousands of people every day.  
 
As a fellow Indian I can safely say that our first love is food. So here are some 
fun facts on food. Did you know that India was the first country to develop 
extraction and purifying techniques of sugar?  
We all know that Chicken Tikka Masala, that dish that made Indian food 
famous the world over, was invented in Scotland but do you know Samosas, the 
much-loved Indian snack, existed as sambusak in the Middle East much before 
13th, 14th century when it came to India. If you think there can be nothing 
more Indian than Gulab Jamun, you are in for a shock. Deep fried balls of 
dough that were dipped in sugar syrup existed in the Mediterranean region by 
the name of Luqmat al Qadi, much before they came to India. Daal Chawal/Daal 
Bhaat is actually said to have originated in Nepal. Zalebi originated in Middle 
East as well and was called Zabiya (Arabic) or the zalibiya (Persian). Coffee was 
not known to India before 16th century and was popularised by the British. 
India is the largest producer of spices in the world. Over 70% of the world’s 
spices come from India. Top spice exports include ginger, turmeric, coriander, 
cumin, pepper, cardamom, chilli, celery, fennel, fenugreek, ajwain, dill seed, 
garlic, tamarind, clove, and nutmeg to name a few. .India is home to bhot 
jolokia, one of the hottest chillies in the world. Also called “ghost chilli”, it is 
grown in North East states and is more than 400 times hotter than Tabasco 
sauce. 

I Love My India
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It is the land of rice that grows unbelievable variants like white, red, brown, 
sticky and even black! This Black rice is found only in India and China and is 
also known as forbidden or magic rice! 
India is a top producer of dried beans, bananas, tea and milk. 
Be it because of religious reasons or personal choices or both, around 20-40% of 
Indians are vegetarians, making it the largest vegetarian-friendly country in the 
world. 
 
Jewellery and fine fabrics. India was the only official place where genuine 
diamonds were found up until the year 1986. Indian housewives own more gold 
than the reserves of the IMF, United States, Germany, and Switzerland 
combined. The amount of gold owned by Indian ladies is 11% of the world’s gold. 
This is because Indians have historically (and still do) invested heavily in gold, 
which is in constant demand in India and can easily be exchanged for currency. 
According to the Victoria and Albert Museum website “India’s rich natural 
resources for making and decorating textiles are unrivalled. Its varied 
geographical regions and climates provide a huge range of plant fibres and 
natural dyes for the cultivators, weavers, dyers, printers and embroiderers of the 
subcontinent. Over centuries, most regions developed specialities based on local 
resources, such as the golden silks of Assam, the fine cottons of Bengal, or the 
red dyes of south-east India. Craftspeople use an astonishing range of skills to 
process raw materials and produce regionally distinctive dyes, weaves, prints 
and embroideries.” 
Almost every region of India boasts of its own unique textile and embroidery and 
each as beautiful as other. One is most definitely spoilt for choice! 
 
We all know Cricket is the most followed sport by Indians across the globe but 
did you know it is Hockey which fetched six consecutive Olympic gold medals for 
the country. India was exceptional when it came to hockey in the 1920s. The 
British were forced to withdraw from the Olympics in 1920 to avoid a probable 
defeat by their colony. In the 1928 Olympics, India managed to secure an 
impressive number of goals (102), conceding only 3.  
India is the only nation in the world to win all the world cups in a particular 
sport till date, both in men and women’s categories. The Indian national 
Kabaddi men's team has won all the 5 Kabaddi World Cups held till now and 
have been undefeated throughout these tournaments. The Indian women's team 
has also won all Kabaddi World Cups held till date. 
India’s PV Sandhu is word # 3 in Women’s singles in Badminton and Srikanth 
Kidambi holds the # 6th spot in Men’s singles.  
 
The list of India’s uniqueness is fairly long but for now let me leave you with 
some miscellaneous trivia: - 
India is one of the few countries on this planet that experiences six distinct 
seasons - Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, Summer Monsoon, and Winter 
Monsoon. 
Guinness World Records recently confirmed that the Shukavana bird home in 
Mysuru, India has set a record for the most bird species in an aviary. 
India has a vast variety of flora and fauna. It is estimated that there are over 
81,000 species of fauna and 47,000 species of flora are found in India. 
Snakes and Ladders, the game, earlier known as Moksha Patamu, was initially 
invented as a moral lesson about karma to be taught to children. It was later 
commercialized and has become one of the most popular board games in the 
world. 
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Alcohol License. This is more problematic than we had originally envisaged. It 
appears that if we do apply and get the license, then lots of restrictive conditions 
kick in. So we have parked this for the moment.  
 
There have been some misunderstandings surrounding our financial situation. For 
absolute clarity our surplus revenues for 2017 are in line with the average over the 
last 6 years. We are in a healthy position. What I have said on a number of 
occasions is that a large portion of the income we receive for our car park is from 
one or two companies which if lost could take some time to replace. We rely upon 

some of this income to cover some of our expenses. It is therefore prudent to investigate new ways to 
increase usage of Navnat Centre and strengthen and increase our revenue. Your suggestions and ideas 
are most welcome. 
 
Ucchavni’s at Paryushan At the AGM we announced that in order to support the financing of our future 
expansion projects including an extended dining room, we will be splitting the income received from 
Ucchavnis at paryushan so that 50% goes to Jiv Daya and 50% goes to Navnat. We can assure you that no 
regular beneficiary of Jiv Daya funds will suffer as a result of this change. 
 
Paryushan 2018. This year we are fortunate to have Dr Samni Pratibha Pragya and Samani Punya Pragya 
celebrating Paryushan at Navnat Centre from 6 Sept to 13 Sept. Dr Samani Partibha Pragya is well known 
to us and has graced us in past Paryushan and visited Navnat Centre many times. Samani Punya Pragya 
has melodious voice in Jain Stavans is truly amazing and heart warming. She has produced 5 devotional 
music albums which are a source of inspiration to many. 

A first in Navnat History, that the evening pravachans will be in English. It will certainly benefit a larger 
number of “younger” adults who attend the evening sessions. Please note our daytime pravachans will 
still be in Gujarati. 

New Editor. We will start regular publication of Darpan from August 2018 issue. A  
young lady at 25, Yatra Desai, has come forward to take the mantle of Editor. Yatra 
is able to read, write and type set Gujarati. This will lessen the load on Jaymanbhai 
Mehta and Bhavnaben Desai who currently do the Gujarati type setting. And will 
considerably lessen my load!! 
 
Playground. We are pleased to advise that the full planning permission application 
for the playground has now been submitted and work will commence shortly after 
the permission has been provided. We will soon be providing details of how 

members can support the playground by providing sponsorships for the various aspects of the play area. 
 
Jalsa Club. There has been a lot of discussions recently about the formal status of Navnat Jalsa Group 
within the Navnat organization and its committee structure. Jalsa Group is a “branch” or club and sits 
under the main body. It is not a subsidiary of Navnat. 
Up until recently the Group has operated on an informal basis with no proper membership structure or 
committee. With significant increase in regular participation and activities provided it became necessary 
to formalise the club.  
In May we provided direction to the current volunteers operating Jalsa Group to internally decide a 
committee structure with roles and responsibilities. Elections were not possible at this stage due to no 
formal membership structure or rules in place. The new committee will now establish a set of rules and a 
formal membership structure. Once these are in place, a members meeting will be held in 12-18 months 
(as is the case for any new organization) where elections will be held for the established positions. 

Dhiru Galani 

 
The original word for “chess” comes from the Sanskrit word “chaturanga,” and 
India is its birthplace. 
And Finally, India has been the largest movie producer worldwide for the last 
few years, releasing more than a thousand films each year! 
 
On the 15th of August 2018, India will be celebrating its 71st Independence Day. 
Wish you all a very Happy Independence Day.  
  

Smita Adani 
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Satsang with Param Pujya Bhaishree at Navnat Centre – a profound contemplation on the 
transitory nature of existence 
 
“Life is as ephemeral as a drop of dew hanging upon a blade of grass. The winds of death shall shake 
it off in no time. All of your status and possessions shall remain behind.” 
 
-Vinayvijaiji Maharaj Saheb, Anitya Bhavna, Shant Sudharas  
 

Param Pujya Bhaishree, 
an enlightened saint and 
the spiritual leader at Raj 
Saubhag Satsang Mandal, 
Sayla, Gujarat, graced 
the Navnat centre, Hayes 
on the evening of Friday 
the 25th of May 2018. 
This event was part of 
Bhaishree’s triennial 
spiritual visit or 
dharmayatra to the 
United Kingdom. 
 
A large audience had 

gathered to listen to the wisdom of the enlightened master. The evening began with Shree 
Dhirubhai, president of Navnat Vanik Association UK introducing Bhaishree as also two other senior 
spiritual teachers at Raj Saubhag, Vikram Shah and Minal Shah with his characteristic warmth and 
humour. He reminisced about his recent & first visit to the Ashram in Sayla and the impact it had on 
him. Next Vikram Shah enthralled all present with his devotional singing. Full of love, Minal Shah 
then introduced Bhaishree to the audience as not only a spiritual teacher to numerous souls seeking 
self-realisation, but also a selfless philanthropist who has touched the lives of countless 
underprivileged people in some of the most deprived regions of India through numerous innovative 
initiatives in the fields of education, medical care, disability services etc.  
 
Bhaishree began his talk by expressing his heartfelt admiration for the Navnat Vanik Association UK 
and its unique position in society as a unifying force. With the atmosphere now set for an electrifying 
outpour of soul-stirring wisdom, Bhaishree started his sermon for the evening. His topic was the first 
of the twelve bhavnas or contemplations from the ancient spiritual text called the Shant Sudharas 
which was composed by Vinayvijayji Maharaj Saheb. This contemplation is called Anitya Bhavna or in 
other words the contemplation upon the transitory nature of life. Based upon the nine additional 
verses which follow the three main verses composed by Maharaj Saheb in the above text, Bhaishree 
expounded the momentariness of all existence – right from our family, wealth and possessions down 
to our very human bodies. Through powerful metaphors, he shook the audience awake from 
identifying with that which is ephemeral and therefore illusory. With the universal compassion of a 
true saint, Bhaishree pointed that all our sorrow is because we have identified with that which is 
momentary, when in fact our true nature is eternal, unborn, undying, conscious and unconditionally 
blissful. It is by letting go of our attachment to the transitory and waking up to our true eternal 
nature that we shall find our salvation. With these words, Bhaishree left the audience with much 
food for thought and much to ponder upon and integrate. 

Presidents Report & Navnat Satsung
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Dhiru Galani 
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Lastly, Jaysukhbhai Mehta, Managing Trustee of Raj Saubhag Satsang Mandal UK shared a vote of 

thanks and expressed his gratitude to all those who 
had helped in organising this event as also to those 
who had attended. A generous donation was made 
to Navnat in appreciation of the facilities provided. 
Shree Dhirubhai also thanked all present and 
expressed his keenness to host senior spiritual 
teachers from Raj Saubhag, Vikram Shah and Minal 
Shah, to share their wisdom during the upcoming 
festival of Paryushan.  

Jaysuk Mehta 

Navnat Satsung
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TRIVENI SANGAM REPORT SATURDAY 16 JUNE2018 
NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI SAMAJ 
It was bright sunny morning on Saturday 16 
June. All ladies arrived at Kenton library to 
leave by 7am. All the members came wearing 
in peach, orange and yellow colour sarees 
and dress, which was our colour code for the 
day and all of them looked very elegant and 
beautiful.  Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj had 
organised 3 coaches to accommodate 133 
members. While going to Leicester members 

enjoyed on the coach singing bhajans, playing antakshari, and cracking jokes.   
When we arrived in Leicester warm welcome awaited us at the Ram Mandir after a stopover 
at Jain Centre Derasar for Darshan and breakfast.  Members of Triveni Sangam from five 
different regions (North London, East London. South London, Manchester and Leicester) 
gathered in Leicester to celebrate 40 glorious years of Jain Bhagini Kendra.  
Programme started with welcome speech which was followed by an interactive session on 
mental wellbeing. Two representatives from each region participated - Jayshree Vora and 
Purnima Mehta represented the North London region. Lovely dances with Rajasthan theme 
and fashion show with 80s and 90s theme was organised. Performances were outstanding, 
and everyone enjoyed Garba, Tipani, folk dances and Bollywood medley with amazing 
fashion show and cat walk. During break everyone was served with pack lunch boxes and 
faluda milkshakes.  
Programme continued with the entire diffe-
rent president's speech given, and their 
respective committee members were intro-
duced. Reuben Mehta president of Navnat 
Vanik Bhagini Samaj London, announced 
that next event of Triveni Sangam in the year 
2020 will be held in London celebrating 40 
years plus. A gift token was presented to the 
treasurer of JBK by Bhartiben Shah-NVBS 
treasurer along with bedlu shaped card pre-
pared by Ashaben Mehta. At 5 pm delicious dinner was served to all the guests and everyone 
enjoyed. President Renuben Mehta thanked to committee members of Jain Bhagini Kendra 
whole heartedly and was grateful to them as they provided apples, bananas and water bottles 
for our return journey by coach. Lovely handbags were given to all the members by Jain 
Bhagini Kendra.  
We arrived back in London by 8pm at Kenton Library. All members enjoyed the day and 

thanked committee of NVBS. Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj 
would like to thank whole heartedly following donors:  La-
dies handbags given to all members by Jain Bhagini Kendra, 
Leicester. Apples, bananas & water bottles for return journey 
on coach by Jain Bhagini Kendra, Leicester. £101.00 pounds 
by Bharti Gandhi in memory of Late Damyantiben Dhirajlal 
Gathani & Late Ruxmaniben Chimanlal Gandhi. Salted 
crisps and sesame snaps by Chandrakalaben Mehta. Box of 
chocolates by Jayshreeben Sheth. Penda by Sushilaben 
Gudka. Water bottles 2 per member by Renuben Mehta, Sa-
rojben Varia & Pallaviben Mehta. Fruit flavoured sweets and 
sesame snaps Tarlikaben Mehta & Bhairviben Shah.  

Tarlikaben Mehta & Bhairviben Shah-Convenors 
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NAVNAT VANIK BHAGINI SAMAJ 

NVBS LAKES AND PEAKS DISTRICTS TOUR 5TH TO 7TH  JULY 2018 
After 3 months of planning this new trip instead of 

our annual NVBS picnic we set off finally for our 

tour on a bright and sunny Thursday morning after 

saying prayers. Everyone was excited, and we were 

blessed with sunshine. We were met by Binaben, 

Jayshree, Kalpana and Tarlikaben who gave 

chocolates for the passengers on behalf of 

members not in the trip including Renuben, 

Ashaben, Pallaviben and Minaben. 

Vice President Bhartiben welcomed the passengers. Conveners Sushma and Chetna briefed the passengers on the tour 

itinerary. Secretary Purnimaben thanked the donors. After the delicious breakfast by NVBS we set off towards Peak District. 

There was dramatic scenery as we drove towards our hotel in Preston. We stopped on the way to see the beautiful English 

market town of Buxton and had delicious pizzas and garlic bread and salad at Pizza Express. After checking in the hotel most 

passengers went for spa and swimming. In the evening, after a delicious meal, we played bingo. 

On the second day we toured Lake District and had a ride on a 

charming 18th century steam train and enjoyed amazing views 

from a cruise boat on Lake Windermere. The weather was glorious 

all the time. In the evening after a delicious meal we celebrated 

Jayshreeben Modi’s birthday, played some Garba, Antakshari and 

musical chairs. Everyone had a lot of fun on our tour.  

On the last day after checking out of the hotel we visited Swaminarayan temple in Preston. We made our way back home via 

picturesque Peak District with limestone and gritstone landscape. All three days we were entertained on the coach by the 

talented tour manager, Dinshaw, and talented passengers especially Malaben Mithani and many others. This trip was 

successful under the guidance of our President Renuben Mehta, who was unable to join the tour due to unavoidable 

circumstances, and Sarojben Varia our resident tour expert and the full support of NVBS committee members especially the 

ones who were on our trip. Many thanks to Chetna for the use of her kitchen plus many ingredients to cook gol papdi and 

cereal chevdo. Of course, the experienced cooks were also Sarojben and Bhairvi. 

Donations received with thanks. Sukomevo- anonymous. Walkers crisp at lunch time on Friday 5 July - anonymous. Juice 

cartones- Kokilaben Shah. Bananas from Sarojben Varia. Paan masala and mints from Bhairvi Shah. Bag of sweets and fudge 

from Hansa Bhatt. Box of biscuits from Lataben Shah. Farsi Puri, Kachori and tea from Chetna and Sushma. Gol papdi, cereal 

chevdo, khakhra and Thepla and sambharo from NVBS. Tal sakri and £21 Khushi bhet- Pushpa and Dilip Shah for first trip 

with NVBS. £21 Khushi bhet - Jayshreeben Modi on her birthday. £25 Khushi bhet 

Surendrabhai and Kalaben Doshi for first trip with NVBS. £25 Khushi bhet- Champaben 

Shantilal Mehta for her 88th birthday. £51 Khushi bhet - Sanjita Doshi. £51 from Upasikaben 

Yagnic in memory of her parents Late Narendrabhai Harjivanbhai Mehta and Late Ansuyaben 

Narendrabhai Mehta. We also would like to thank the passengers for the many lovely 

reviews we have received.  

Conveners:- Chetna Desai and Sushma Shah 

 

Navnat Darpan is a monthly newsletter published by Navnat Vanik Association (U.K), a registered 
charity, which is distrubted FREE to all members. The Executive Committee does not necessarily 
agree or take responsibility with the views expressed by either the Editor or any reader or contributor 

to Navnat Darpan.
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Grand ParentsParyushan Celebrations 2018
Thursday 6th September to Thursday 13th September 2018

Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR

Navnat Vanik Association (UK) ·  Registered Charity No 1173042

navnat.com @navnat  /navnatwebmaster /navnatcentre @navnatuk

Daily Programme Timings 
11:00am -12:50pm Meditation, Bhakti, Pravachan and Yoga by Samaniji’s
 1:00pm - 2:00pm Lunch
 3:00pm - 4:30pm Rushab Charitra Episode, Q&A and GamanYog (walking meditation)

 5:30pm - 6:15pm Dinner
 6:30pm - 8:10pm Derawasi Pratikraman | Pakhi Derawasi Pratikraman on Saturday 8th Sept - 5:30pm

 6:45pm - 8:10pm Sthanakwasi Pratikraman
 7:00pm - 8:10pm Pratikraman in English by Samaniji
 8:15pm - 9:15pm Lecture by Samaniji in English and Gujarati
 9:15pm - 10:30pm Announcements, Bhavana, Aarti & Mangal Divo. 

Other Function Details:
Sunday (9th Sept) Mahavir Jayanti & Mahavir Janma Vanchan Celebrations 

Ucchavni of Sapnas to begin at 2pm 
Tuesday (11th Sept) Tapasvi Bahuman from 9:00pm
Thursday (13th Sept) Samvatsari Pratikraman (No Bhavana on Samvatsari Day)

Sthanakwasi Aloyana 3:15pm; Pratikraman 5:15pm | Derawasi Pratikraman 4:15pm
Friday (14th Sept) Tapasvi Sangh Parna
Sunday (23rd Sept) Priti Bhojan

*** If you are able to recite Samayik or Pratikraman correctly, please register your name with us ***

Sponsors are welcome for:
Afternoon Lunch £301 Evening Dinner £125
Prabhavna for the day £111 Samvatsari Day Contribution £501
Daily Evening Pratikraman Labh £251 Evening Aarti £101
Lunch on Mahavir Janma Vanchan (Sun 09/09/2018) £1,501 Evening Mangal Divo £121
Mahavir Jayanti Prabhavna (satta) £451 Tapasvi Bhauman £251
Priti Bhojan Contribution £3,333 Tapasvi Sangh Parna Contribution £1,111

Lunch and Dinner passes
Lunch and Dinner passes will be available as detailed below:
Entire Celebration (Season) £15 Day Pass £3 Children under 12 £0 (free of charge)
Please register your names for lunch & dinner passes with:
Sushma Shah: 07941 711125 or Jayshree Vora: 07727 038679

D
ay

tim
e

Ev
en

in
g 

Pr
og

ra
m

m
e

For further information please contact
Coordinator: Bhupendra Shah: 07944 532780 ·  For Sponsorships: Renu Mehta: 07931 924197

Navnat Centre: 020 8848 3909  ·  paryushan@navnat.com

Dr. Samani Pratibha Pragya was ordained 
as a Samani by Acharya Sri Tulsi in 1989. Ever 
since she has been engaged in teaching Jainology 
and Preksha Meditation. Her discourses are 
interesting and her profound understanding of 
Jainism draws people. She recently accomplished 
her PhD in UK on “Preksha Meditation”.

Samani Punya Pragya was ordained as a 
Samani 25 years ago by Acharya Mahapragya. 
Her melodious voice in Jain stavans is truly 
amazing and heart warming. She has produced 
5 devotional music albums which are a source 
of inspiration to many.

 We are honoured to have Samaniji Pratibha Pragyaji  and  Samaniji Punya Pragyaji  with us during Paryushan Celebrations 2018
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Grand Parentsપર્યુષણ પરયુ ૨૦૧૮
ગુરૂવાર ૬.૦૯.૨૦૧૮ થી ગુરૂવાર ૧૩.૦૯.૨૦૧૮

નવનાત સેન્ટર, હેઇઝ UB3 1AR

Navnat Vanik Association (UK) ·  Registered Charity No 1173042

navnat.com @navnat  /navnatwebmaster /navnatcentre @navnatuk

દરરોજ નો કાર્યક્રમ 
૧૧.૦૦ થી ૧૨.૫૦ શ્રમણીજી નું પ્રવચન, ભક્તિ અને યોગા 
  ૧.૦૦ થી  ૨.૦૦ બપોરનું જમણ
  ૩.૦૦ થી ૪.૩૦ ઋષભ ચરરત્ર વવષે વારાતાલાપ રથા સવાલ જવાબ અને ગમનયોગ 
  ૫.૩૦ થી ૬.૧૫ સાંજનું જમણ 
  ૬.૩૦ થી ૮:૧૦ દેરાવાસી પ્રવરક્રમણ (દેરાવાસી પકખી પ્રતિક્રમણ શતનવાર ૦૮.૦૯.૧૮. સાંજ ે૫.૩૦ વાગરે શરૂ થશે)  
  ૬.૪૫ થી ૮.૧૦ સ્ાનકવાસી પ્રવરક્રમણ 
  ૭.૦૦ થી ૮.૧૦ અંગ્ેજીમાં પ્રવરક્રમણ રોજ શ્રમણીજી ભણાવશે.
  ૮.૧૫ થી ૯.૧૫ શ્રમણીજી નું પ્રવચન અંગ્ેજી અને ગુજરારીમાં  
  ૯.૧૫ થી ૧૦.૩૦ જાહેરારો, ભાવના, આરરી અને મંગલદીવો  

અનર પ્રસંગો:
રવવવાર -  ૦૯.૦૯.૧૮ મહાવીર જયંવર “મહાવીર જનમ કલ્ાણક”  

સવપનાની ઉછવણી ૨.૦૦ વાગયે
મંગળવાર- ૧૧.૦૯.૧૮ રપસવીઓનું બહુમાન રાત્રે ૯.૦૦ વાગયે થશે
ગરુૂવાર - ૧૩.૦૯.૧૮ સવંતસરી પ્રતિક્રમણ (આ દદવસે ભાવના નથી)

સ્ાનકવાસી : આલોરણા ૩.૧૫; પ્રતિક્રમણ ૫.૧૫ | દેરાવાસી : પ્રતિક્રમણ ૪.૧૫
શકુ્રવાર - ૧૪.૦૯.૧૮ સંઘ રરફથી રપસવીઓના પારણા
રવવવાર - ૨૩.૦૯.૧૮ પ્રીવર ભોજન 

 * જે આપ શધુ્ધિા પવૂ્યક સારા અવાજ ેસામાવરક-પ્રતિક્રમણ કરાવી શકિા હો િો આપ કમમટીના સભરને જણ કરશો * 

દાિાઓ ને લાભ લેવા નમ્ર વવનંિી છે. | નકરાની વવગિ: 
બપોરના જમણના £૩૦૧ સાંજના જમણના £૧૨૫
એક દદવસની પ્રભાવના £૧૧૧ સવંતસરીના દદવસનો લાભ £૫૦૧
સાંજના પ્રતિક્રમણ ભણાવવાનો લાભ £૨૫૧ સાંજની આરિીનો લાભ £૧૦૧
મહાવીર જરંતિના બપોરનું લંચ (રવવવાર ૦૯.૦૯.૧૮) £૧,૫૦૧ મંગળ દીવાનો લાભ £૧૨૧
મહાવીર જરંતિના સાટાની પ્રભાવના £૪૫૧ િપસવીઓનું બહુમાન કરવાનો લાભ £૨૫૧
પ્રીતિભોજનના ખચ્ય તનમમતે્ £૩,૩૩૩ િપસવીઓને પારણા કરાવવાનો લાભ £૧,૧૧૧

જમવાના પાસ
પૂણતા પયુતાષણના પાસ £૧૫ દદવસના £૩ ૧૨ વષતાથી નીચેના બાળકો £૦ (કોઈ ચાજતા નથી)
પાસ આપ સુષમાબેન શાહ (07941 711 125) અથવા જયશ્રીબેન વોરા (07727 038 679) પાસેથી મેળવી શકશો 

વ્ધ ુવવગિ માટે:
કોડિૅનેટરઃ ભપેુનદ્રભાઈ શાહ : 07944 532780 ·  સપોનસર માટે સંપકતા રેણુબેન મહેિા : 07931 924197  

નવનાિ સેનટર: 020 8848 3909· paryushan@navnat.com

આચાયતા રુલશીજીના શશષય ડો. શ્રમણીજી પ્રતિભા 
પ્રગરાજી ૧૯૮૯ થી પ્રેક્ાધયાન અને જનૈ દશતાન વવષે 
લોકોને સમજાવે છે. પ્રેક્ાધયાન પર SOAS યુવનવશસતાટી 
ઓફ લંિન માં થી PHD ની ડિગ્ી મેળવેલ છે.

શ્રમણીજી પણૂર પ્રગરાજી એ ૨૫ વષતા પેહલાં આચાયતા 
મહાપ્રગયાજી પાસે દદક્ા ગ્હણ કરેલ. રેઓ પ્રાકૃર 
ભાષાના સ્ારક છે. રેઓ જનૈ સરવનને હદયસપશશી ઢબે 
રજુ કરે છે. રેમણે પાંચ ધામશીક આલબમ પણ રજુ કરેલ છે. 

આપણા આનંદ ની વાિ છે કે આ વર્ષે ડો શ્રમણીજી પ્રતિભા પ્રગરાજી અને શ્રમણીજી પણૂર પ્રગરાજી આપણા સંઘને પરુ્યર્ણ દરમરાન ્ધમ્ય લાભ પીરસસે.   
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નવનાત જલસા )ુપના સહુને નમ/કાર 

• અહ3 જણાવતા આનંદ 
થાય છે કે નવી કિમટીએ સફળતા પૂવBક બોનBમથના 
Eવાસનંુ આયોજન કયુF. 

• દર વખતે આપણે 
નવનાત જલસા )ુપમાં મIક- મ/તી અને Kાન 
સાથે ગMમત, મોજ-મI, Eવાસો,િપકિનક 

અનેઉIણીઓ,રમતગમતના Qદવસો ઉજવીએ છીએ. 
• 12 જૂનના Qદવસે નવનાત જલસા )ુપ Eવાસે ઉપTયું. સહુના મનમાં આનંદ 

ઉભરાતો હતો. સૂરજ દેવતાને પણ જલસા સાથે જલસા કરવાનંુ મન થયું. તેઓએ પણ ઘરાઈને બધાને આનંદ 
કરતા જોયા. પરષોZમ 
મિહનો હોવાથી બધાએ સાથ ે
મળીને દQરયાલાલની પૂI હરી. એ 
જોઈને દQરયાલાલ પણ હીલોળે 
જ ચ\યા. 

• બપોરે રે/ટોરટંમાં ગરમાગરમ પીઝા,ચી^સ વગેરે._યાર બાદ બધાએ હસી –બોલી 
અને ગરબા પણ ગાયા. 

 
19/6/18:  કિમટીએ EાથBનાથી શgઆત કરી. ઈિhદરાબહેને અને વમાBiએ ગીતો ગાયા,શોભનાબહેને અને 

િવણાબહેને ભજન ગાયા. મફતભાઈએ અને ભારતીબહેન સોનેiએ ફાધસBડે  પર /પીચ આપી. બધા જુદી 
જુદી રમતો રMયા અને ઈનામો પણ i_યા.જુઓ તો ખરા બધા કેવા ખશુ છે!  આ મિહને આપણા નવનાત 

જલસાનો જhમ Qદવસપણ હતો ને! તેથી બધાએ સાથે મળીને કેક કા^યો.અને એકબીIને શુભેlછાઓ પાઠવી 
 

 Navnat Jalsa            

Committee 
(Not in particular order)  

President 
Inna Parekh  
07908 475240 
 
Vice-President 
Paresh Mehta 
07956941532  
 
Secretary and 
Editor 
Bhavna Desai  
07526494477 
 
Joint secretary  
Trupti Parekh  
07960 144010 
 
Kitchen 
committee 
Shailesh Parekh 
07824 467676 
Rashmi Shah 
07915 998455  
Jyoti Shah 
07392 528826 
 
Treasurer  
Mafat Shah 
07476921001 
 
Assistant 
Treasurer 
Varsha Shah 
07985 316148 
 
Committee 
Member 
Jayshree Shah 
Jagruti Desai  
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બટેટાવડા /ઈડલી/મેદુવડા/ઉપમા/ વડાપાÇ/ પાÉા/રસ/ પીઝા અને ચી^સ જેવી ચટાકેદાર વાનગીઓ સાથે 
દાળ,ભાત,રોટલીશાક,અથાણાં અને  સલાડ જMયા જે રસોઈ કિમટીએ આવી ગરમીમાં ઘરનાજ રસોડામાં     
બનાવીને ગરમા ગરમ  જમાTયા.  

 

 
 

26/6/18. આજે િÑવઝ નો કાયBÖમ હતો. દરકેે આનંદ પૂવBક ભાગ લીધો. દરકેે મગજ કસવાની રમતો અને િÑવઝ કરી અને 
આનંદ કયÜ. દરા વખતે યોગા તો ખરા જ. શરીર સાથે મેQડટશેન કરી મનને પણ કસરત આપવની હá! ચાલો ચાલો તમે પણ 
સાથે જલસા કરવા આવી Iવ.  
 
 જલસાના ઉદાર સàયો તરફથી જલસાન ેમળલે દાન.  

1. £10.00 ઈનાબેન  િમનેષભાઈ પારખે  

2. £10.00 ધનલãમીબેન મફતભાઈ  શાહ  

3. £10.00 પçલવીબેન નટુભાઈ મહેતા 

4. £10.00 ચાંદનીબેન શાહ  

5. £10.00 કુમુદભાઈ અરવ3દભાઈ મહેતા 

6. £10.00 ભારતીબેન હરીશભાઈ સોનેi  

7. £10.00 િવણાબેન મકુુંદભાઈ કોઠારી  

8. £10.00 વિનતાબેન Qદિલઈપભાઈ પારેખ  

9. £10.00 Iગૃતીબેન િવરેhíભાઈ દેસાઈ  

10. £10.00 શોભનાબેન કાંતીભાઈ શાહ  

11. £10.00 ìદીરાબેન ધીgભઈ શાહ  

12. £10.00 ઉષાબેન નલીનભાઈ શાહ  

13. £10.00 નીનાબેન બખાઈ 

14. £10.00 તૃ^તીબેન શૈલેષભાઈ પારખે અને જયંતભાઈ 

15. £10.00 ગીતાબેન શાહ  

16. £21.00  મફતભાઈ શાહ – તેમના જhમQદવસ િનિમZે 

   જલસા કિમટી તરફથી દાતાઓનો ખૂબ ખૂબ આભાર. સવï કિમટી તરફથી જલસાના સહુ  સàયોનો સાથ આપવા બદલ 
આભાર 
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Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL
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Navnat Bridge Club

NAVNAT BRIDGE CLUB 

Navnat Bridge Club held its AGM in May 2018 and the following members were elected, 

President:                 Mahendrabhai Kotahry 

Secretary:                 Vandana Wadhar 

Treasurer:                 Kiritbhai Kothary 

Committee :             Anupbhai Mehta 

                                    Jagdishbhai Mehta 

                                    Ushaben Shah 

                                    Aroonbhai Vora 

We meet every Wednesday and Friday evenings at the Navnat Centre. 

Navnat Bridge Club has a strong membership and we always welcome new members. 

All our members are glad that they have learnt the fine art of bridge and would recommend that 
everybody should try their hand at bridge. 

Bridge is a game which can be mastered by almost anyone and enjoyed by all. 

Men and women, young and old weak and strong: all can play star parts in bridge. 

One of the charms of bridge is that it can be played by anyone, at any time, in any place and the 
English climate itself can do nothing to mar its joys. 

For many people the chief deterrent in taking up the game at NBC is the first step: getting started. 

If as a novice you hesitate to inflict yourself upon the more experienced: remember that the 
experienced were also novices once upon a time.  

So if you like playing cards, you will love bridge. 

So why don`t you join us and come play bridge at Navnat Centre? 

  

From the Bridge Committee 
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Jain Faith

Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP28499 03/18

The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
29th August 

2018

Wednesday 
19th 

September 
2018

Wednesday 
17th October 

2018

7.00 pm -  
Indian Buffet 

Dinner
(includes soft 

drinks)

8.00 pm – 
Seminar talk:
‘Inherently 

Unfair’?

9.00pm – 
Q & A Session

Mumbai 
Junction 

Restaurant, 
231 Watford 

Road, Harrow, 
Middlesex, 
HA1 3TU

 
Limited parking 
available onsite

‘Inherently Unfair’?

Inheritance Tax is 
widely viewed as 

unfair, and even the 
Chancellor agrees it’s 

complex, but only 
effective and early 

planning can minimise 
it’s impact on your 

estate.

This seminar talk will 
include a look at: 

Wills, Lasting Power of 
Attorney, Gifting, Trust 

Planning*, Business 
Relief, Protection 
for Inheritance Tax 

Planning.

Dipesh Shah
DipPFS, CeMAP MSc 

BA (Hons)
Wealth Manager & 
Company Director

of Oakdale Financial 
Services Ltd

Dipesh has a wealth of 
experience advising his 
clients in the important 
subject of inheritance 
tax Planning. Dipesh 

enjoys helping his 
clients minimise the 
impact of this tax on 
their estate, leaving 
more for their loved 
ones after they have 

passed away.

*Will writing and Powers of Attorney involve the referral to a service that is separate and distinct to those offered by St. James’s Place and 
along with Trusts are not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.
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Jain Faith

Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP28499 03/18

The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah �ipPFS, �Sc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

‘Inherently Unfair’
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40% tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of £325,000 (£650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners). Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called ‘death duties’. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
Tax (IHT) threshold to £1 million. However, the 
new government’s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Consequently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the ‘main residence nil-rate band’, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by

The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at £100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in £25,000 increments 
annually to £175,000 in 2020/21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of £1 million from 2020/21.

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government’s 

pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it’s also consistent with the former chancellor’s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren (including adopted, 
foster and step children), not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one £325,000 nilrate band, and one 
£175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020/21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of £500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops £2 million (after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief). The rate 
of withdrawal is £1 for every £2 over the £2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth £2.5 million 
in 2018/19 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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Queens Birthday Honours List - Navnatees

Jai Jinendra and Jai Shri Krishna	
Navnat UK is proud and congratulates: Mili Doshi and Vijyaben Mehta on achieving an 
award in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list. 	
Member of the Order of the British Empire (MBE)	

Mili Doshi, (daughter of Ranjit Doshi & Madhu Doshi) a consultant 
in special care dentistry at East Surrey Hospital, has been 
awarded a MBE for her services to dentistry in the Queen’s 
Birthday Honours List 2018.	
Mili is now leading the Mouth Care Matters team who are working 
with 30 trusts nationally to introduce the Mouth Care Matters 
programme. Mili is also supporting Great Ormond Street Hospital 
as they develop a Mini Mouth Care Matters programme for 
children during their stay in hospital 
 
Michael Wilson, CBE executive of Surrey and Sussex Healthcare 
NHS Trust said “This fantastic honour is well deserved 

recognition of Mili’s exceptional commitment to improving the oral health of some of our 
more vulnerable  patients. Mouth Care Matters and its national success is a tribute to Mili’s 
energy and focus on meeting the complex needs of older patients and also, her current 
focus in extending this specialist care to younger patients too.” 
 
The proud parents Ranjit & Madhu Doshi have donated £101 khushibhet to Navnat Vanik 
Association to celebrate her achievement.	
 

British Empire Medal (BEM)	
Mrs Vijya Mehta, Assistant Practice Manager, Planning 
Department, London of Historic England has been awarded 
British Empire Medal in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list 2018.	
Vijya’s commitment and support to others and what many might 
regard as a simple and straightforward role of managing the 
records of London Region, she has seen many challenging 
changes and responded with positive determination.	
Vijya became the focal point of dealing with the photographic 
collection to the public and as the initial point of contact, she 
provided good customer service by managing it. Vijya provided 
help to many professional and members of the public in finding 

information to promote and safeguard local historic environment for the enjoyment of local 
residents and visitors alike.	
Vijya’s commitment has been in evidence in her approach to all her work and esp. the way 
she supports her new colleagues in their efforts to build confidence and new skills to 
progress into a more challenging role.	
Vijya’s manager’s keywords to describe her are “she is selfless and does not seek 
recognition for her efforts. She has made a quiet, but an outstanding contribution to the 
work of English Heritage/Historic England over a very long period of time.” 	

Kunal Vasa
Navnat

Kunal Vasa
Navnat
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President 
Nalinbhai Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
Vice President 
Bharat Mehta 
01727 839 790 
07957 219 129 
 
Secretary 
Ramesh Shah 
020 8422 8988 
07742 045 154 
 
Assistant Secretary 
Natubhai Mehta 
01923 597 995 
07783 884 513 
 
Treasurer 
Bhupen Vasa 
020 8868 5103 
07741 416 361 
 
Assistant 
Treasurer 
Bhogibhai Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
Membership 
Secretary 
Arvind Mehta 
020 8561 6179 
07575 705 112 
 
Committee 
Member 
Chandulal Shah 
Bhadra Sheth 
Induben Shah 
Indiraben Kamdar 
 
Programme 
Coordinator   
Purnima Meswani 
0208422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
Coach 
Coordinator 
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
Kitchen 
Coordinator 
Sakuben Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
Liaison Officer for 
Kitchen 
Bharat Mehta 
01727 839 790 
07957 219 129 
 
Liaison officer  
for Yoga 
Mr Jayeshbhai Shah 
020 8951 3382 

07570 817 345 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8iiiiu                                   NAVNAT   VADIL   MANDAL 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 
In last Darpan we informed and congratulated all newly elected committee and we also 

appointed Kitchen, Coach, and yoga liaison co-coordinators. 
Their names are listed in the side panel, by this way we will try 
to serve better and better. On 11th May We had a Gujarati play 
“Mari Bairi Blood pressure” We had delicious lunch was which 
ordered from outside caterers and our hard-working kitchen 
ladies had a day off and they enjoyed play and relaxed like in 
this photo. We had about 400 People.  Many people requested to 
keep such plays in the afternoon as it is most convenient time 

and easy to see show specially Vadil Mandal members. On 19th 
May we had Musical afternoon by our own member Indiraben Kamdar and Mr Varmaji 
which was appreciated by Mandal. On 20th May first time we had a film show “102 not 
out” by Amitabh Bacchan at safari cinema. About 380 people enjoyed it.   
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full form who sponsored todays lunch.  On 8th June શ્રીમતી કાતંાબેનની ખાસ ઈચ્છા હતી કે 

વડીલમડંળને પરુષોતમ મહીનામા ંસવે્ર વડીલમડંળના સભ્યોને રસપરુીનુ ંજમણ આપવુ ંસાથે સાથે આઈસક્રીમનો 
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around 10am for Breakfast which was cooked by our Kitchen Ladies. After 
welcome speech by our President Mr Nalinbhai Udani programme started with 
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Sangeet Lovers from India. They were three brilliant singers, Dipak, Roshni and 
Nirav. Co-ordinator Mr Arvind Mehta with joint coordinator Mr Bharatbhai 
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Navnat Vadil Mandal
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 On 13th July we had our Grand variety show. Today we had full day in-house' Variety 
Program by the members of the Vadil Mandal for the members of the Vadil Members. 
President Nalinbhai Udani welcomed everyone. This program was co-ordinated by 
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રમાયણ” by Naliniben Mehta and then it was followed by a short Yoga dance. ગરબાની 

રમઝટમ વડીલ મડંળના સભયોએ સ્ટેજને ધમધમાવી મકુ્ુ ંand after that શશવ પાવતીનો  small sketch 

and then another short play “દીવાળીબેનની દીવાસળી” written by Bhadraben Sheth. It 

touched social issues of today's  life, specially how rumours originate and spread without 
any factual basis and may destroy people's life.  This was followed by a Kavi Samelan 
and after that delicious lunch was served  which was prepared by our own kitchen 
ladies. After lunch second part of the show started with a small sketch by Mrs Induben 
Shah then came today’s most exciting Fancy dress competition. There were 14 members 
who took part. આ હરીફાઈમા વીજેતા હતા 1- બીના 

હોલડન (Cleopetra  )2 સધુાબેન કપાશી (Shaakwali  )3 રમેશ 

શાહ (Rajkapoor)પરત ુરમેશભાઈએ તેમન ુઈનામ ચોથા નબંરવાળા 

જયોત્નાબેન બખાઈને (Gandhari  )સ્વીકાવા વીનતંી કરી હતી .
Judges were Bhadraben Vadgama, Jashuben Sheth 
and Damyanti Radheshwar.  Ghoomar Dance and 
રાસની રમઝટે સ્ટેજને ધમધમાવી મકુ્ુ ં and what a bhangra 

performance by the kitchen ladies in their so called ' 
Kala Chashma Satsung' which left the whole audience clapping and whistling.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All the participants worked hard to produce a beautiful talent show. It was nice to see 
some of our men taking part in this program and hope more men will take part in 
future programs. 
As the weather is improving we did the coach trips to seaside and co-ordinators for both 
the coaches were Chandubhai and Bhogibhai as follows: - 

1. On 29th May We had a coach trip to South-end-on sea and we are thankful to 
local resident Mr Bhanubhai   who gave full support and local caterers supplied  
lunch . 

2. On 3rd July we had coach trip to Eastbourne where Natubhai’s daughter Neha 
who lives there  gave ice-cream to all the vadils in the trip. 

Navnat Vadil Mandal
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Shradhanjali

Obituary 

Mrs Vimlaben Kantilal Sanghrajka 

Shree Shantinathay Namah:                                              Shree Mahiviray Namah:  

DOB: 26/01/27        Born Rajkot India                                                  DOD:17/07/2018    Harrow London  

It is with regret that we announce the passing away of our beloved mother, Vimlaben Kantilal Sanghrajka, on 
Tuesday 17th July 2018. 

Mother was active in the Navnat community in Nairobi, participating in teaching Gujarati to young children of 
the community.   Her interest in Gujarati literature and poetry brought her prominence and she was an 
occasional guest on Sunday evening programme on Voice of Kenya radio broadcasts. 

Henry   Kissinger said “The task of the leader is to get their people from where they are to where they have not 
been."   

Our beloved mother was truly a woman with vision, passionate about improving women’s status in society. 
She was a founder of Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj to give voice to ladies; creating opportunities for women to 
meet; creating an exchange of views and ideas. Our mother was the first President of Navnat Bhagini in 1977, 
and a founder member. The privilege of her long life enabled our mother to not only see the fortieth 
anniversary of Bhagini and to be fully honoured by Navnat office bearers. 
 
We are grateful to all our relatives, friends and well-wishers for all the support and messages of condolences. 
We wish to convey our gratitude to National Health Service and Team Navnat. 

Besides her own three sons and a daughter, Vimlaben is survived by six grand-children and nine great-grand-
children. 

 

 Om Shanti Shanti                                                                                                     

Family Contacts: 

Pradip       2prasang@gmail.com        07956881198                                  02089076991 

 Dilip         arubat10@gmail.com                07941094720                        02083578394 

 Hiren      hiren.sanghrajka@gmail.com    07771625464                    02084287962 

  Chandrika [ daughter] chandrikashah26@gmail.com      07939443169 02089035587 

Jai Jinendra 
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PROFESSIONAL WILL WRITING & ESTATE PLANNING 

          

Services provided by Balance Consultancy 

 Estate Planning  
 Will Drafting  
 Lasting Powers of Attorney 
 Trusts – by approved partners  
 Funeral plans – Golden Leaves & Golden Charter 
 Probate – by approved partners 
 Document / Will Storage                                             
 Talks to community groups 

                                          

 

 

 

 

 

‘It’s a Dead Cert, So Plan for It’ … Leave a Lasting Legacy NOT a Mess 

 

FREE information leaflets 
available. Literature on Wills 

and LPAs in Gujarati & English.  

While we have good health we rarely think about what would happen if 
we lost our mental capacity or indeed became very ill. This is 

becoming more and more common as our lives become complex and 
longer. Would it not be great if at the time of your greatest need, you 

have loved ones taking decisions on your behalf safely and legally? You 
can do just that by taking out Lasting Powers of Attorney (LPA) to 

cover Health and/or Finance. They are both different LPAs but equally 
important. A vital document for the times we now live in. LPAs can only 

be set up while you have adequate mental capacity.  

Contact Balance Consultancy for further details. 

 

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA 

Tel: 020 3837 0099 or Mob: 07780 690432 
Office in Devonshire House, 582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex.HA7 1JS. 

Email: shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk 
Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk   

Evening & Weekend appointments available. 
Gujarati spoken fluently 

Home visits available 

We are delighted to be 
supporting St Luke’s for 

2018. £5 from every 
Will drafted goes to    

St Luke’s Hospice 

 

 
Will your savings protect you against rising funeral costs? 

Few of us enjoy discussing, or even thinking about, the day we are 
no longer around.  However, more and more of our clients are now 
coming to realise that planning and paying for their funeral 
arrangements in advance makes perfect sense. 

 Protection against rising funeral costs 
 Funeral Directors costs set at today’s prices 
 Acceptance guaranteed with no intrusive medical 

checks 
 Flexibility on both funeral choices and payment options 
 Peace of mind by helping to remove some of the 

financial burden and emotional stress from your loved 
ones. 

 

 

In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116
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journeys from the heart...
part of emeraldglobal

www.namaste.travel   020 7725 6765
For more details please call us or visit our website at 

namastetravelandtoursenquires@namaste.travel.co.uk    56 Baker Street, London W1U 7BU

Tailor - Made Holidays is our speciality

Tailor made Tours for Individuals and Groups

All prices quoted are per person, return international flights in Economy class and  4* or 5* Hotel accommodation on twin share basis.  
Prices are subject to availability and change. All prices include all taxes and prepaid charges at time of print. Terms and conditions apply*

*
*

• Dedicated team of Gujarati speakers 

   offering Excellent Customer Service 

• Well-travelled team with knowledge 

   of our destinations 

• Tailor made Honeymoon Packages 
• Cruise package deals
•  Classic and Scenic train journeys
• Our holidays are financially protected 

   through ABTA & ATOL (3676) bonding

Why book with Namaste Travel?Cruises

Get away from land, voyage by sea to  
stunning worldwide destinations

13 Days    from £1,735

Sri Lanka  Colombo, Sigiriya,
Anuradhapura, Dambulla, Matale, Kandy, 
Nuwara Eliya, Udawalawe,  Ratnapura & 
Ahungalla 

* 13 Days    from £1,975*

Myanmar  Yangon, Mandalay, 
Hsipaw, Iconic rail journey, Amarapura,  
Bagan, Pakkoku, Kalaw & Inle Lake

13 Days    from £2,250*

Malaysia Borneo
Kuala Lumpur, Sandakan, Kota Kinabalu
& Shangri-La’s Rasa Ria Resort

11 Days    from £2,470*

South Africa 
Cape Town, Oudtshoorn, Knysna,  
Johannesburg & Pretoria

14 Days    from £2,625*

India  
Mumbai, Nagpur, Pench, Kanha,  
Bandhavgarh, Khajuraho, Agra & Delhi

Japan  Tokyo, Kamakura, Yokohama 
Mt Fuji, Hakone, Nagoya, Hiroshima,
Miyajima, Kyoto & Nara

10 Days    from £3,850*

12 Nights    from £1,735
Peru  Lima, Arequipa, Colca, Puno,
Cusco, Sacred Valley & Machu Picchu

*

For a free initial
consultation please
contact:

Ravi Juthani
+44(0)1923 634 255
ravi.juthani@hhllp.co.
uk

Offices

Milton Keynes
London
Watford

Registered to carry on audit work in the UK 
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales and authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority

All information provided in these articles 
are for illustrative purposes only and do not 
constitute advice given. 

Over the last 10 years the UK residency 
rules have constantly changed, shifting 
the goalposts with big potential impacts 
for both income tax and inheritance tax. 

Let’s start with why this matters. For income 
tax purposes if you are non-UK resident you 
are only taxed on your UK source income. 
This could be dividends from UK companies, 
employment income or even interest income 
earned in a UK bank account. 

If however you find yourself UK resident, you 
are taxed in the UK on your worldwide 
income, wherever this arises. You could 
therefore end up paying tax on the same 
income twice, in the UK and say, India. 

Although you can potential get double tax 
relief (depending on the countries involved) 
on this, you could still end up paying more 
tax on the income than you if you were to 
remain non-UK resident.

For inheritance tax purposes something 
similar applies, although there is a slightly 
different concept called Domicile. Broadly 
speaking your domicile is the country you 
intend to remain in for the majority of your 
life (it’s slightly more complicated than this 
so it’s important to check with a specialist to 
check your own position). 

If you are no UK domiciled, you only pay 
inheritance tax on the assets you have in the 
UK (for example a house or a bank account).  
However if you are UK domiciled, your 
worldwide assets are subject to UK 
inheritance tax. For individuals who have 
significant assets overseas this can result in 
a steep rise in the amount of tax payable.

What are the new rules?

There are a number of rules that need to be 
considered for residency purposes, the main 
one being how long you have been in the UK 
during that tax year. If you spend over 183 
days, you become automatically UK resident 
for tax purposes in that year, with a number 
of other rules with fewer days but with other 
conditions attached to it, relating to how 
connected you are to the UK (such as having 
children who are UK resident, having a 
family home in the UK etc.). 

If you are currently non-UK resident it is 
important to know these rules and consider 
the impact this will have on the amount of tax 
you pay. There are ways of reducing the 
amount of tax using something called the 
remittance basis but this might not be 
suitable for everyone.

For inheritance tax purposes if you are UK 
resident for income tax purposes for 15 out 
of the last 20 years you can become 
“deemed domiciled”. This means even 
though you might consider yourself still 
domiciled overseas, in the UK you are 
treated as UK domiciled for inheritance tax 
purposes and therefore inheritance tax is 
due on your worldwide assets.

Coming Next Month

I’ll go through tax planning when it comes to 
leaving your assets to your children and 
succession planning as they take over the 
family business. If you have any questions 
please feel free to contact me.

An Update On UK Residency Rules
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Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

     

Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Tanzania Safari                 12 days

from
£2939

 Japan                                  12 days
was £3599 
now from

£3499

Jordan                                    8 days

from
£1559

South Africa  13 days

from
£2599

China 14 days

from
£2549

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Vegetarian cuisine available

  Sri Lanka                             12 days

       from
£1699

Prices are per person, include return flights, accommodation, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to availability.

Kenya Safari                11 days

from
£1779

            Canadian Rockies 9 days

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2499

Let us take you on a journey......

Africa

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

Special tour offers 

Asia

North America

Departs on:
21 Sep’18, 2 Oct’18 & 27 Nov’18

Departs on:
21 Sep’18, 18 Nov’18 & 21 Jan’19

Departs on:
24 Sep’18, 26 Nov’18 & 12 Mar’19

Departs on:
25 Jan’19, 8 Mar’19 & 9 Nov’19

Departs on:
16 Sep’18, 18 Nov’18 & 4 Mar’19

Departs on:
22 Oct’18 & 16 Mar’19

Departs on:
25 May’19

Departs on:
13 Sep’18 & 1 Nov’18 Cherry Blossom Special

  Vietnam & Cambodia        16 days

from
£2399

Departs on:
25 Nov’18

Middle East

SAVE
£100

Brazil & Peru 17 days

from
£4399

Departs on:
12 Sep’18 & 21 Nov’18

South America

£50
OFF* 

*Disclaimer – This voucher is worth fifty pounds per person and is only redeemable against the purchase of escorted tour with Citibond Tours with the 
exception of Japan tour. Valid till 30th Sep 2018. This voucher is non-transferable and not redeemable for cash value. Other terms and conditions may apply.

Exclusive offer for 
Navnat readers
Get £50 off your next  
tour when you book  
with Citibond Tours

* See below for terms & conditions 

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?

 

Departs on:
1 Apr’19


